
AGRICULTURAL TRACTOR AIR BRAKING SYSTEM
ADDITION OF FARM TRAILER AIR BRAKE CONTROL

INCORPORATING TRACTOR HANDBRAKE

For further information, please
contact our technical department:

Erentek Ltd., Malt Kiln Lane,
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Telephone: 01522 720065
Fax: 01522 729155

Email: sales@erentek.co.uk
Web: www.erentek.co.uk

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE
(Split Input from
Tractor System)

AIR PRESSURE
(Input from

Tractor Reservoir)

AIR PRESSURE
(Output to Trailer Brakes)

TRACTOR HANDBRAKE
Distance "D" should be set so that 
fully applying the handbrake also 
fully operates the fluid-reaction 

valve, without straining the cable.

CABLE

SPRING
A light tension spring must be fitted 
to the end of the cable. This should 

be strong enough to operate the 
fluid-reaction valve, but light enough 

to allow unrestricted movement of the 
handbrake mechanism.

RETURN SPRING
This must pull the lever 

back to its neutral 
position when the 

handbrake is released.

"D"

PIVOT
POINT

FLUID-REACTION VALVE
(Trailer-Control Valve)

Hydraulic pressure from the 
tractor braking system operates 

the valve, sending air to the 
trailer brakes. The output air 

pressure is proportional to the 
hydraulic input pressure. Various 
ratios are available. Valves can 
be supplied for brake fluid or 

mineral oil.

Tomorrow's Solutions, Today

®

To enable a tractor with hydraulic brakes to tow 
a trailer with air brakes, a fluid-reaction valve is 
used. This valve senses the hydraulic pressure 
in the tractor braking system and automatically 
applies the trailer air brakes whenever the 
tractor brakes are applied. In addition, the 
valve is fitted with a lever which can operate 
the trailer air brakes independently, when there 
is no hydraulic input from the tractor. This is 
useful when a tractor and loaded trailer need 
to stop on an incline and then pull away. The 
tractor’s handbrake alone might be insufficient 
to hold the extra weight, and in this situation a 
hand-operated trailer brake is required, 

allowing the driver to operate the clutch pedal 
and move off. To achieve this, a Bowden cable 
is used to connect the lever on the fluid-reac-
tion valve to the tractor handbrake lever. 
Applying the tractor handbrake now applies 
the trailer air brakes at the same time, giving 
the driver full control of the vehicle.
Please note that this method of applying the 
trailer brakes does NOT replace the conven-
tional parking brake on the trailer. When left 
unattended, the trailer must be secured by 
means of an independent mechanical parking 
brake.
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